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Abstract
The paper present and implement a generic methodology for optimizing the risk management of low-cost
systems with a lean schedule and brief operating time. Therefore, a proposed approach uses a correction
factor (RTF – Risk Tolerance Factor) in the qualitative risk management stage. To analyze the application
of the RTF approach, two case studies, ARMADILLO and CONASSAT, are presented. It was observed that
the use of the RTF approach provided the mitigation of a minor number of risks in the planning stage of
risk management in CubeSats projects. The advantage of the RTF approach is that the project team will
carry out more straightforward mitigation plans for quali�ed risks. It is concluded that the approach met
the objective of providing the team members with information about which risk scenario the mission is
allocated in at the beginning of the mission design process. However, it does not exclude the possibility
of later application of the tool.

Introduction
A space system is composed of a ground segment, with its command and tracking antennas; space
segment, this being the arti�cial satellite; launcher segment, with its launch infrastructure; and user
segment, which will use the data provided by the arti�cial satellite1, 2. Space systems and their segments
are developed using the Systems Engineering (SE) approach and the system life cycle, often composed
of phases or stages3.

The focus of this paper will be the space segment, these arti�cial satellites being classi�ed according to
their mass as large satellites (those with a mass greater than one thousand kilograms), medium satellites
(those with a mass between one hundred and one thousand kilograms), and small satellites (those with a
mass less than one hundred kilograms)4. More speci�cally, the CubeSats stand out when it comes to
small satellites, which are satellites formed by units or combinations of cubic units with a 10-cm edge.
CubeSats were proposed in 1999 by professors Jordi Puig-Suari and Bob Twiggs from California
Polytechnic State University (Cal-Poly) and Stanford University5.

Initially, CubeSats were developed for academic applications and technology demonstrations, with the
characteristic of being low-cost systems (hundreds of thousands of dollars), with a lean schedule,
between 12 months and 18 months, and short operating time, about 12 months in low orbit6, 7. Currently,
the miniaturization of electrical/electronic components and the use of off-the-shelf devices and
equipment (COTS) enable CubeSats in operational missions that previously could only be performed by
medium or large satellites8.

However, for Cubesats to be used in operational missions, their development must minimally follow the
SE9. The use of SE in CubeSats projects provides an approach that helps in conducting the project and
ensures the validation and veri�cation of system requirements10.
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A discipline required by SE is risk management, which is responsible for identifying, qualifying,
quantifying, tracking, and mitigating system risks3.

Gamble and Bouwmeester (2016)11 conducted a study on risk management with 114 CubeSat
developers. It was found that 55% of developers use risk management, while 45% have not used it so far.
Reasons for not using management were pointed out: �rstly, a lean development schedule for CubeSats
and; secondly, the lack of experience of the development teams involved.

Thus, according to Brumbaugh and Lishtsey (2012, 2013)12, 13, to encourage the use of risk management
in developing CubeSats to meet the characteristics of low cost, short schedule, and operating time of
about 12 months, adaptation of the traditional risk management discipline is needed.

The literature presents two fronts to solve the demand for adaptation of traditional risk management: the
�rst involves the automation of risk management in Cubesats, as proposed by Gamble and Lightsey
(2014)14.

The second front involves simplifying the steps and activities of traditional risk management to be used
in the development of CubeSats, as proposed by Brumbaugh and Lightsey (2012, 2013) 12, 13 and Yassi
and Sousa (2017)15.

To adapt traditional risk management to projects of different systems with the characteristics of small
satellites, this paper proposes an approach that uses a correction factor (RTF - Risk Tolerance Factor) to
be used in the qualitative stage of risk management of the system. RTF is a generic approach, which, in
this paper, is implemented in CubeSats projects to streamline risk management, as required by SE.

The use of the RTF approach provided greater agility in the risk management quali�cation stage in
CubeSats projects. Furthermore, the advantage of the RTF approach is that the project team will carry out
more straightforward mitigation plans for quali�ed risks. The RTF approach advantages are proved by
the presentation of two case studies, in which qualitative risk analyses are compared between the
traditional space sector risk management approach, the approach adapted to CubeSats, presented by
Yassi and Sousa (2017)15, and the RTF approach, introduced in this paper.

Results

1. ARMADILLO Case Study
In this section, the case study of the ARMADILLO mission is presented with the application of the
methodologies: DoD, risk management for CubeSats by Yassi and Sousa (2017)15, and RTF, to analyze
the risks in probability versus impact matrices.

The CubeSat ARMADILLO (Atmosphere Related Measurements and Detection of submILLimeter Objects)
was a 3U CubeSat developed by the SDL (Satellite Design Laboratory) of the University of Austin in Texas
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(USA).

The development of the satellite began in 2012, and the launch took place in 2019. The mission's primary
objectives were: to characterize sub-millimeter-level dust and debris in-situ in LEO orbit13.

Table 1 presents the identi�ed risks for the ARMADILLO mission, with a description of the risk, the risk
type rating, the risk TAG, and the assigned probability and impact values for each risk.

Table 1
Identi�ed risks and qualitative risk analysis for the ARMADILLO mission.13.

Risk Description Risk Type TAG Probability Impact

Risk of non-delivery of the engineering model for the
competition �ight committee review

Schedule SCH 3,98 3,59

Failure to acquire data from the scienti�c mission in
orbit

Payload PAY 4,00 3,00

Being unable to communicate with the satellite Spacecraft SP-1 2,19 3,07

Being unable to acquire satellite data Spacecraft SP-2 2,05 3,14

Inability to achieve industrial quality standards Spacecraft SP-3 1,09 2,09

Loss of human knowledge and experience Personnel PER 3,95 2,56

Mission to have a substantial increase in cost to be
able to be taken forward

Cost COST 3,00 3,50

1.1. Probability and Impact Matrix - DoD Risk Management
With the application of the DoD methodology16 for the ARMADILLO mission, we obtained the probability
versus impact matrix shown in Fig. 1:

In the DoD model of the seven risks identi�ed in the ARMADILLO mission, one was in the acceptable zone
(SP-3), �ve were in the mitigable zone (PER, PAY, COST, SP-1, and SP-2), and one was in the zone to be
avoided (SCH).

1.2. Probability and Impact Matrix - Methodology for
Technical Risk Management for Projects with CubeSats
(Yassi and Sousa, 2017)15

This methodology uses the concept of risk level, presented in topic 3. By applying this methodology to the
ARMADILLO mission, table 2 is obtained:
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Table 2
Identi�cation, qualitative analysis of risks and risk level for the ARMADILLO mission of the Yassi and

Sousa methodology13, 15

Risk Description Risk Type TAG Probability Impact Risk
Level

Risk of non-delivery of the engineering
model for the competition �ight committee
review

Schedule SCH 3,98 3,59 3

Failure to acquire data from the scienti�c
mission in orbit

Payload PAY 4,00 3,00 2

Being unable to communicate with the
satellite

Spacecraft SP-1 2,19 3,07 1

Being unable to acquire satellite data Spacecraft SP-2 2,05 3,14 1

Inability to achieve industrial quality
standards

Spacecraft SP-3 1,09 2,09 1

Loss of human knowledge and experience Personnel PER 3,95 2,56 2

Mission to have a substantial increase in
cost to be able to be taken forward

Cost COST 3,00 3,50 2

With the help of this table, it is possible to generate the probability versus impact matrix represented in
Fig. 2

In this methodology of the seven risks identi�ed in the ARMADILLO mission, one was in the low-risk zone
(SP-3), �ve were in the medium risk zone (PER, PAY, COST, SP-1, and SP-2), and one was in the zone and
high risk (SCH).

1.3. RTF Methodology
The criteria for determining the tolerance factors for each type of risk identi�ed were developed according
to the criteria described below to use the RTF methodology.

Schedule risks: the smaller the schedule �exibility, the smaller the tolerance factor should be; similarly the
more signi�cant the �exibility, the greater the factor.

Payload Risks: These are risks related to the mission payload. A payload composed of COTS
components and with extensive �ight heritage should have a small risk tolerance, as well as a payload
that does not use COTS and has no �ight heritage, should have greater risk tolerance.

Spacecraft Risks are risks related to the satellite platform used in the mission. For example, a satellite
composed of subsystems that use COTS and with broad �ight heritage should have a small risk
tolerance, just as a satellite that does not use COTS and does not have �ight heritage should have a
greater tolerance to risk.
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Personnel risks: the experience and training of the development team are also in�uencing factors for risk
tolerance. The greater the training and experience, the lower the tolerance factor; the less training and
experience, the greater the factor.

Cost risks: concerns the availability of �nancial resources to accomplish the mission. The lower the
availability of resources, the lower the tolerance factor; the more signi�cant the availability, the greater the
tolerance factor.

Note that the values described herein are indicative and may vary with each organization's ability to
tolerate a given risk. If an identi�ed risk applies to more than one category, the most severe RTF must be
considered.

Then, the parameters were applied to Table 1, forming Table 3, which, together with the previous risk
information, also presents the RTF values obtained for each type of risk in the mission. Therefore, the
risks were classi�ed in the probability versus impact matrices and illustrated in Figs. 3 and 4. 

Table 3
Identi�cation and classi�cation of risks following the RTF approach, ARMADILLO mission13

Risk Description Risk Type TAG Probability Impact RTF

Risk of non-delivery of the engineering model
for the competition �ight committee review

Schedule SCH 3,98 3,59 3

Failure to acquire data from the scienti�c
mission in orbit

Payload PAY 4,00 3,00 5

Being unable to communicate with the
satellite

Spacecraft SP-1 2,19 3,07 5

Being unable to acquire satellite data Spacecraft SP-2 2,05 3,14 5

Inability to achieve industrial quality
standards

Spacecraft SP-3 1,09 2,09 5

Loss of human knowledge and experience Personnel PER 3,95 2,56 3

Mission to have a substantial increase in cost
to be able to be taken forward

Cost COST 3,00 3,50 3

As two RTF values were obtained, two matrices were used, one for each determined RTF and its
respective risks. These matrices can be seen in Figs. 3 and 4.

Using the RTF methodology, of the seven risks identi�ed in the ARMADILLO mission, three were in the
acceptance zone (SP-1, SP-2, and SP-3), three were in the mitigation zone (PAY, PER, COST), and one of
the risks was in the zone to be avoided (SCH).

1.4. Analysis of probability versus impact matrices for
different methodologies - ARMADILLO case study
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By analyzing the probability versus impact matrices and the qualitative risks that should be dealt with in
each methodology, it is possible to visualize the optimization of the risk management process proposed
by the RTF methodology. Table 4illustrates the qualitative risks that will make up the risk mitigation
plans. 

Table 4
Comparisons between methodologies for the ARMADILLO mission

COMPARATIVE - ARMADILLO Mission

Approach Acceptable Risks Risks that require mitigation Risks that must be avoided

DoD 1 5 1

Yassi & Sousa 1 5 1

RTF 3 3 1

The DoD methodology and Yassi and Sousa obtained the same treatment for the risks. The RTF
methodology managed to have an increase in the number of acceptable risks by 200% (with the addition
of two of them), and a 40% reduction in mitigable risks (with the decrease of two of them).

This result demonstrates that the approach can identify and classify risks and provide a scenario that is
more by the organization's capabilities to accept, mitigate or avoid risk, with a smaller number of risks to
be dealt with.

2. CONASAT Case Studies
This topic presents the case study of the CONASAT mission applying the methodologies: DoD16, for risk
management for Yassi and Sousa's CubeSats (2017)15; and RTF, to highlight the risks identi�ed in the
probability versus impact matrix.

The CONASAT mission began in 2010 with a public notice issued by the Brazilian Space Agency (AEB).
The mission's primary objective is to replace the current space segment of the SBCDA (Brazilian
Environmental Data Collection System), which has been in orbit since the 1990s.

The project is in an advanced stage of development, already having the �rst satellite that will make up the
constellation (�ight and engineering model).

For the CONASAT mission, seven risks were also identi�ed: risk of budget unavailability (TAG – COST);
turnover of project members (TAG – PER); technological immaturity of the payload (TAG – PAY);
discontinuity of the project (TAG – PROJ); inability to acquire satellite data (TAG – SP-1); inability to
communicate between the satellite and the payload (TAG – SP-2); inability to send commands to the
satellite (TAG – SP-3);
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Table 5 presents the risks identi�ed for the CONASAT mission, with a description of the risk, the risk type
classi�cation, the risk TAG, and the assigned probability and impact values for each risk. 

Table 5
Identi�ed risks and qualitative risk analysis for the CONASAT mission

Risk Description Risk Type TAG Probability Impacto

Risk of budget unavailability Cost COST 3,87 4,01

Project member turnover Personnel PER 3,86 3,72

Technological immaturity of the payload Payload PAY 2,19 3,88

Project discontinuity Schedule PROJ 3,57 3,92

Inability to acquire satellite data Spacecraft SP-1 1,52 3,78

Inability to communicate between satellite and
payload

Spacecraft SP-2 2,22 3,56

Inability to send commands to the satellite Spacecraft SP-3 1,09 3,50

2.1. DoD Risk Management Application
With the application of the DoD methodology16 for the CONASAT mission, the following probability
versus impact matrix for the mission was obtained, as shown in Fig. 5: 

In the DoD model, of the seven risks identi�ed for the CONASAT mission, two were in the acceptable zone
(SP-1 and SP-3), two were in the mitigable zone (PAY and SP-2), and three were in the avoidable zone
(PER, PROJ, and COST).

2.2. Methodology for Technical Risk Management for
Projects with CubeSats (Yassi and Sousa)
In this methodology, the concept of risk level, presented in topic 3, is used. When applying the
methodology to the CONASAT mission, Table 6is obtained: 
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Table 6
Risk level mission CONASAT Methodology for Technical Risk Management for Projects with CubeSats

Yassi and Sousa methodology
Risk Description Risk Type TAG Probability Impact Risk

Level

Risk of budget unavailability Cost COST 3,87 4,01 3

Project member turnover Personnel PER 3,86 3,72 3

Technological immaturity of the payload Payload PAY 2,19 3,88 2

Project discontinuity Schedule PROJ 3,57 3,92 3

Inability to acquire satellite data Spacecraft SP-1 1,52 3,78 1

Inability to communicate between satellite
and payload

Spacecraft SP-2 2,22 3,56 2

Inability to send commands to the satellite Spacecraft SP-3 1,09 3,50 1

With this table, it is possible to generate the probability versus impact matrix represented in Fig. 6:

In this methodology, of the seven risks identi�ed in the CONASAT mission, two were in the low-risk zone
(SP-1 and SP-3), two were in the medium risk zone (SP-2 and PAY), and three were in the high-risk zone
(PER, COST, and PROJ).

2.3. RTF Methodology
After de�ning the parameters for determining the RTF, they were applied to Table 5, giving rise to Table 7,
which, together with the information previously presented on risks, also shows the RTF values obtained
for each type of risk of the mission. Finally, the risks were classi�ed in probability versus impact matrices
and illustrated in Figs. 7, 8, and 9.

Table 7
Identi�cation and classi�cation of risks following the RTF approach, CONASAT mission

Risk Description Risk Type TAG Probability Impact RTF

Risk of budget unavailability Cost COST 3,87 4,01 4

Project member turnover Personnel PER 3,86 3,72 3

Technological immaturity of the payload Payload PAY 2,19 3,88 3

Project discontinuity Schedule PROJ 3,57 3,92 5

Inability to acquire satellite data Spacecraft SP-1 1,52 3,78 3

Inability to communicate between satellite
and payload

Spacecraft SP-2 2,22 3,56 3

Inability to send commands to the satellite Spacecraft SP-3 1,09 3,50 3
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As more than one RTF value was obtained, three matrices were used; one for each RTF determined and its
respective risks. These matrices can be seen in Figs. 7, 8, and 9.

 Using the RTF methodology, of the seven risks identi�ed in the CONASAT mission, two were in the
acceptance zone (SP-1 and SP-3), four were in the mitigation zone (COST, PROJT, SP-2, and PAY), and
only one of the risks was in the avoidable zone (PER).

2.4. Analysis of different methodologies
Analyzing the probability versus impact matrices and the quantitative risks to be dealt with in each
methodology makes it possible to visualize the optimization of the risk management process proposed
by the RTF methodology. Table 8 illustrates the number of risks that each methodology will deal with.

Table 8
Comparisons between methodologies for the CONASAT

mission
COMPARATIVE - CONASAT Mission

Approach Approach Approach Approach

DoD 2 2 3

Yassi & Sousa 2 2 3

RTF 2 4 1

The DoD methodology and Yassi and Sousa obtained the same treatment for risks. The RTF
methodology managed to have an increase in the number of mitigable risks by 100% (with the addition of
two of them), and a decrease in 67% of the risks to be avoided (with the decrease of two of them).

This result demonstrates that the approach can identify and classify risks and provide a scenario that is
more following the organization's capabilities to accept, mitigate or avoid risk, with a smaller number of
risks to be dealt with.

Discussion
The composition of the organization's scenarios to determine tolerance factors (RTF) should be
comprehensive and multidisciplinary, considering the management disciplines and techniques of the SE
that are required for the system's risk management plan. In addition, the RTF scale should follow the
scale chosen by the system development team for the probability and impact of identi�ed risks.

The RTF methodology is indicated to optimize the risk management of systems with low-cost
characteristics, with a lean schedule and short operating time. In the case of this paper, the methodology
was implemented to optimize the risk management of CubeSats projects, as presented in the CubeSat
ARMADILLO and CubeSat CONASAT case studies.
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To encourage the use of the RTF methodology, the authors suggest future work: implement the RTF
methodology to optimize risk management in systems from different areas and sectors, such as
automotive, electro-electronics, aeronautics, among others. Furthermore, to streamline the
communication process between team members, it is suggested to use the RTF methodology using
internet-of-things tools and, �nally, the RTF methodology to be inserted in the macro processes of
identi�cation and quali�cation risks. There is also the suggestion to extend the RTF methodology to the
risk quanti�cation macro process.

Methods

1. Traditional risk management in the space sector
The traditional risk management used in the space sector follows the DoD standard - Risk Management
Guide for DoD Acquisition, applied by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA); and
the ECSS-M-ST-80C standard, applied by the agency European Space Agency (ESA).

This paper presents, in detail, the standard used by NASA, as it is applied to the case studies of this
research.

The DoD standard divides risk management into stages. The �rst involves identifying risks, often based
on previous experiences, brainstorming, lessons learned from other projects, among others.

In the second stage, the risk analysis is carried out with the aid of an impact versus probability matrix, in
which the risks are quali�ed, with the attribution of impact and probability values for each identi�ed risk.

In the third stage, the risk mitigation plan is prepared, in which acceptance, transfer, mitigation,
prevention, control, among others, are used to address the risks.

The fourth stage involves implementing the risk mitigation plan and monitoring the measures adopted to
address those that have been identi�ed.

Finally, in the �fth stage, there is the tracking of risks and their impacts during the development of the
system. Identifying new risks may also occur, which must go through the entire risk management
process, as shown in Fig. 10.

2. Adapted risk management for CubeSats
The literature highlights two initiatives among the ways to adapt risk management for systems such as
nanosatellites. In the �rst one, the proposal is the automation of activities and steps of traditional risk
management, as presented in the works of Gamble and Lightsey (2014)14 and Brumbaugh and Linghtsey
(2013)13. The second initiative optimizes the steps and processes of traditional risk management,
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according to Shah, Khan, and Asma (2012)17, Yassi and Sousa (2017)15, Johnson et al. (2017)18, and
Ahn, Kim, and Choi (2019)19.

In the case studies, this paper uses the methodology for technical risk management for projects with
CubeSats, presented by Yassi and Sousa (2017), which will be described in detail in this topic.

This methodology follows four steps. The �rst is identifying risks, in which seven types of risks are
de�ned for missions with CubeSats: safety, operational, technical performance, schedule, responsibility,
regulation, and reasonableness. Risks are also identi�ed as to the stage of the mission they impact,
namely pre-launch, launch, and post-launch.

In the second stage, risk quali�cation, the methodology uses the impact versus probability matrix, based
on which the "risk level" is de�ned, as shown in Fig. 11.

In the third stage, the de�nition of negotiations for each risk occurs. The methodology presents six ways
to process risks: accepting, mitigating, avoiding, researching, monitoring, and transferring.

The risk management plan is prepared in the fourth and last step, including a detailed description of the
system's risk management steps. The �ow of activities and steps of the methodology can be seen in Fig.
12.

3. Risk Management with Risk Tolerance Factor (RTF)
This paper proposes a correction factor in the probability versus impact matrix, speci�cally in the risk
quali�cation stage. This factor is determined according to the context in which the system is inserted,
represented by a scale. In this paper, it is assumed that the scale is between 1 and 5. An RTF of 1
represents a very low-risk tolerance factor, and an RTF of 5 represents a very high tolerance factor. The
higher the RTF, the greater the system's risk tolerance; the lower the RTF, the lower the risk tolerance.

Analyzing the context in which the system �ts, assigning RTF values to the identi�ed risks is possible.
Context is understood as the different degrees of tolerance that the organization can have concerning
each identi�ed risk, making it necessary to analyze the scenario in which each risk �ts, optimizing the
work of mitigating or avoiding risks, accelerating the risk management process, and having a more agile
risk treatment plan. For example, imagine an organization with a high tolerance for schedule deviations
but a low budget tolerance. In this case, the schedule-related risk might have an RTF of 5, while budget-
related risks could have an RTF of 1.

Figure 13 illustrates the �ow of risk management steps adapted to the RTF approach.

In the �rst stage of risk management using the RTF, two activities occur: �rst, there is the identi�cation of
system risks and then the determination of the RTF for each identi�ed risk. RTF values can be determined
through brainstorms, interviews with team members or experts in the �eld, use of questionnaires, the
experience of other projects, among other ways.
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In the second stage, the identi�ed and quali�ed risks are entered into the probability versus impact matrix
adapted to the RTF methodology, ranging from 1 to 5, as illustrated in Fig. 14.

In the third stage of risk management, the risk mitigation plan is prepared, which will present the
approach given to each risk analogous to traditional methodologies. There is often a hierarchy for risk
mitigation so that those in the red region have priority and should be avoided, using techniques to
eliminate the root cause of the risk, control the risk, or transfer the risk. Risks that are in the yellow region
must be mitigated, having their effects on the system mitigated. The risks in the green region can be
accepted, but they must likewise be monitored.

Finally, in the fourth stage, there is the action plan and risk monitoring. This plan will be passed on to
other systems engineering disciplines, and the results of the risk management plan and guidelines for
monitoring the risks identi�ed in step one and parameters for identifying possible new risks are presented
therein.

Conclusion
The paper has achieved its primary objective, as it presented and implemented a generic methodology for
optimizing the risk management of a low-cost system with a lean schedule and short operating time.

In the analyses carried out in the two case studies of this paper, it was shown that the RTF methodology
provided a smaller number of risks that should be handled in the mitigation plan. For example, in the
CubeSat ARMADILLO case study, for the seven identi�ed risks, the traditional DoD methodology and the
methodology adopted for CubeSat by Yassi and Sousa produced the same approach for the identi�ed
risks. In contrast, the RTF methodology increased the risks accepted but monitored from one to three.
Thus, it decreased from �ve to three risks that must be mitigated and maintained one risk to be avoided.

In the CubeSat CONASAT case study analysis, the traditional DoD methodology and the methodology
adapted to CubeSat by Yassi and Sousa produced the same treatment for the identi�ed risks. In the RTF
methodology, the same number of risks that should be accepted was maintained, yet, when
accompanied, the number of risks that must be mitigated increased from two to four, and the risks that
must be avoided decreased from three to one.

Thus, when performing a proportional analysis, the CubeSat ARMADILLO case study had optimization of
a 200% increase in risks that can be accepted but must be monitored and a 40% decrease in risks that
must be mitigated; while, in the CubeSat CONASAT case study, optimization of a 66.7% reduction in the
risks that must be avoided, and a 100% increase in the risks that must be mitigated were obtained;
however, this increase is justi�ed, as the risks that should be avoided have moved to the mitigable risks
range.
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Figures

Figure 1

Probability versus impact matrix - ARMADILLO - DoD methodology
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Figure 2

Probability versus impact matrix - ARMADILLO - Yassi and Sousa methodology

Figure 3

The ARMADILLO mission's probability versus impact matrix using RTF methodology, with RTF equal to 3.
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Figure 4

Probability versus impact matrix of the ARMADILLO mission using RTF methodology, with RTF equal to 5.

Figure 5

Probability versus impact matrix - CONASAT - DoD methodology
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Figure 6

Probability versus impact matrix - CONASAT - Yassi and Sousa methodology

Figure 7

Probability versus impact matrix of the CONASAT mission using RTF methodology, with RTF equal to 3.
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Figure 8

Probability versus impact matrix of the CONASAT mission using RTF methodology, with RTF equal to 4.

Figure 9
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Probability versus impact matrix of the ARMADILLO mission using RTF methodology, with RTF equal to 5.

Figure 10

NASA Risk Management Flowchart (DoD)16

Figure 11

Risk Level15
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Figure 12

Flowchart Methodology for Technical Risk Management for Projects with CubeSats15.

Figure 13
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Flowchart of activities and steps of RTF.

Figure 14

PxI matrices adapted to RTF methodology ranging from 1 to 5.


